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GOINGS ON ABOUT TOWN
Think of these big color photographs as
the pictorial equivalent of naturalhistory dioramas: hybrids of fact and
fiction. In one fourteen-foot-long image,
ten zebras pose in a jungle of palms and
ferns that, thanks to Johan’s digital
intervention, uncannily mimic their
stripes. Elsewhere, dozens of seals are
surrounded by ominous smoke, in an
obvious homage to Géricault’s “Raft of
the Medusa.” The mood shifts when
Johan leaves the animal kingdom out of
the picture, in smaller scenes of a lunar
orb and a misty waterfall, shimmering
settings for quieter dramas. Through
August 10. (Milo, 245 Tenth Ave., at 24th
St. 212-414-0370).

http://www.newyorker.com/goings-on-about-town/art/simen-johan-7

PHOTO BOOTH

SIMEN JOHAN’S WILDLIFE ILLUSIONS
By Max Campbell, May 19, 2016

“Untitled #183,” from the series “Until the Kingdom Comes,” 2015.
© SIMEN JOHAN, COURTESY YOSSI MILO GALLERY, NEW YORK

The photographer Simen Johan gained notoriety in the nineteen-nineties for his creepy images
of adolescents—doll-faced children and child-faced adults whose likenesses Johan stitched
together using an unusual combination of darkroom techniques and early digital manipulation.
For the images in his ongoing project “Until the Kingdom Comes,” begun in the mid-aughts, he
again made use of subtle digital manipulations, this time to push familiar wildlife imagery into
the realm of the not quite real. The most recent images in the series, which will go on display
at Yossi Milo Gallery on May 26th, include a group of sea lions caught between blackness and
sunlight, appearing as ghostly forms sinking into the sea. A zebra photographed at the San Diego
Zoo and placed in front of foliage from Florida and Bali appears to blend into its incongruous
surroundings. These composite images are hyperrealistic in their textures and colors, and in the
captivating intensity of the animals on display. Yet they work like visual snags, holding our eye
as we try to adjust to their destabilizing shifts in logic. Camouflage “appeals to me because it’s
nature’s way of confusing the things we see,” Johan says. “We tend to look to nature for
authenticity, but even here we encounter illusion.”
http://www.newyorker.com/culture/photo-booth/simen-johans-wildlife-illusions

AMALGAMATION OF ANTHROPOMORPHIC AND
ZOOMORPHIC IN THE NEW SIMEN JOHAN EXHIBITION AT
YOSSI MILO
Lorenzo Pereira | May 16, 2016

Untitled #181, 2015 C-Print

If you are a fan of contemporary photography, you like digital art as well,
and not so realistic representations, then you shouldn’t miss the
upcoming Simen Johan exhibition at Yossi Milo Gallery in New York.
On the list of the best photography galleries in the world, Yossi Milo Gallery
is specialized in photo-based art, video and works on paper. Many big
names regularly exhibit at this art space, and now the time has come for
Norwegian contemporary artist, photographer and sculptor – Simen
Johan. A multidisciplinary artist, Johan’s art cannot be strictly classified as
realistic, surrealistic or abstract. It has elements of several important styles,
while his extraordinary technique offers a unique visual experience.

The Art of Simen Johan
Born in 1973 in Norway, Simen Johan lives and works in New York City. The
world he creates through his art is a world full of contrasts – a sort of
combination of figuration and direct observation. As the artist once said: I
strive to create tension and confuse the boundaries between opposing
forces, such as beauty and brutality…or the familiar and the otherworldly,
the natural and the artificial, the amusing and the eerie. I often feel like I
am attempting to reconcile the irreconcilable as I explore the
paradoxical nature of existence. As we already mentioned, he combines
several techniques – the more traditional one with digital. Johan uses

digital technology for a long period of time. It was during the 1990s when
he began using digital technology, mixing it with traditional darkroom
techniques. Hybrid form of an image is the result of such practice, where
we can see animals and environment combined with elements of
painting and cinema in coherent compositions. With his practice, Johan
perfectly merges digital art with photography, while his sculptures are
combination of anthropomorphism and zoomorphism.

Photography and Sculpture
The visitors of the Simen Johan exhibition will have an opportunity to see
new photographic works and sculptures by the artist. When it comes to
the Johan’s photographs, the relationship between the subject-matter
and the context make these images a bit surrealistic. However, it’s difficult
to speak about surrealism since the subjects and their surroundings are
presented quite realistically. We could say these compositions are poetic,
with tensions between reality and fiction. Johan made these work in
different locations around the world, and they usually represent (for
example) animals in somewhat abstract surroundings. When it comes to
Johan’s sculptures, they are made from clay, fabric and feathers using a
method akin to his singular image-making process. This approach allows
the artist to continuously reshape a form until the “right” image appears.

Simen Johan Exhibition at Yossi Milo
Simen Johan has been exhibited widely across the world. His work is
included in the permanent collections of the Los Angeles County Museum
of Art; Minneapolis Institute of Arts; Brooklyn Museum, New York; Cleveland
Museum of Art and many others. This will be the artist’s ninth exhibition with
the Yossi Milo Gallery. Parallel with the show at Yossi Milo, there is also an
exhibition at Scandinavia House at 58 Park Avenue, New York, with
additional photographs by the artist (the show is titled Another North:
Landscape Reimagined and lasts from May 6 until August 6, 2016). The
Simen Johan exhibition will be on view from May 26 until August 10, 2016
at Yossi Milo Gallery in New York. The artist’s reception is scheduled for
Thursday, May 26, 6-8pm.
http://www.widewalls.ch/simen-johan-exhibition-yossi-milo-new-york/

:PROOF
Picturing an Imaginary Animal Kingdom
Sarah Leen | March 11, 2015

ALL PHOTOGRAPHS BY SIMEN JOHAN, COURTESY OF YOSSI MILO GALLERY, NEW YORK

I first saw Simen Johan’s work at the Yossi Milo Gallery in New York
City a couple of years ago.
I was totally struck not only by the beauty of the imagery but also by
how much it expresses, in a very personal way, ideas about habitat,
climate change, critical species, and man’s impact on nature.
These are ideas that are very important to us at National Geographic.
We report these issues in a documentary, photojournalistic style,
while Simen expresses these concerns in a conceptually artistic way
that is deeply emotional. It appeals more to the heart than the head.
His work presents questions and challenges us, as creatures that are
all sharing the same planet, to look at nature from a fresh and
provocative perspective. I find this moving and stimulating in an
entirely different, but just as powerful, way as our more realistic
approach.
Every year in January we have our annual National Geographic
Photography Seminar. It is a gathering for photographers,
professionals in the photo industry, and National Geographic staff to
celebrate and be inspired by great photography and visual
storytelling. We invite select photographers to come and present their
work to us. We look for work that is fresh, challenging, even

unpredictable. I invited Simen to show his project “Until the Kingdom
Comes” because it does exactly that.
Proof invited Simen to say a few words about his work.
*****
PROOF: Your work shares some of the same subjects as traditional
nature photography and might even be mistaken for it, but your
conceptual approach is very different. Are you influenced by that kind
of work?
SIMEN JOHAN: Some of my work emulates traditional nature
photography, and there’s some intended irony in that. But there’s also
sincerity, because I really do enjoy making beautiful images of nature.
Beauty alone, though, doesn’t echo my experience of the world,
which is more complex and multilayered, so in my versions of “nature
photography” I also incorporate darker qualities.
PROOF: How does your process free you from the constraints of
straight nature photography?
SIMEN: A few of my images actually are straight photographs, but
because I’m more interested in what the world feels like rather than
looks like, it’s rare that I see something that I want to simply
photograph and not change at all. When constructing or manipulating
images, I’m still limited by whatever raw material I’m able to capture
on film, but I have more creative freedom to be imaginative.
PROOF: What are you trying to say that you couldn’t say in a straight
photograph?
SIMEN: Nothing, really. I mean, I’m not a conventional photographer,
the way a poet or a novelist is not a journalist, or a dramatic
filmmaker is not a documentarian. The world as it appears is not
enough of what I want to say. I like to create more than I like to
observe.
PROOF: Is there a message in your project “Until the Kingdom
Comes”? What themes are you playing with?
SIMEN: I work intuitively, and anything I might say about this work is
afterthought. I do like to capture the world the way it appears when
you look at things deeply and realize that things and situations are
not what they appear. The familiar becomes unfamiliar and the
boundaries between what’s real and unreal, or what’s beautiful and
what’s threatening, begin to blur. The work is multilayered and openended, with biblical as well as political references scattered
throughout, but ultimately it’s a visceral response that I’m after.
PROOF: What was your work like when you were first starting out as
an artist? How has it changed?

SIMEN: I originally studied film, but financial constraints pushed me
into photography. Before there was Photoshop, I was staging and
collaging images and doing darkroom experimentation with chemicals
and such. My technical abilities have evolved, the subject matter has
changed from self-portraiture to children to nature, but the core
essence of the work has pretty much stayed the same.
PROOF: Do you ever worry that someone who isn’t familiar with your
work might mistake it for reality? Has that happened before?
SIMEN: It happens, and I like when it does, because it affirms how
deceptive perception is. Reality is an illusion. Meaning is pliable. That
being said, I hope there’s an experience to be had beyond the
relevance of whether my work is real or not.
PROOF: What do you hope your work makes people think or feel?
SIMEN: I hope they’ll think less and feel more.

http://proof.nationalgeographic.com/2015/03/11/the-animals-that-live-only-in-our-dreams/
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There’s a vague otherworldliness to the animals and landscapes in artist Simen Johan’s “Until the Kingdom Comes”
series, currently on display at the Yossi Milo Gallery in New York. In one photograph a dense fog descends on a family of
giraffes, their necks all but disappearing into the clouds. In another, small monkeys feast on pomegranates, the idyllic
setting backlit by hazy sunlight. Yet these vignettes are not candid nature shots; almost all of Johan’s prints are digitally
constructed, seamless collages of various photographs that are then stitched together to create fantastical images of
animals in unexpected environments.

The result is an overwhelming sense of the uncanny, as viewers struggle to differentiate between the authentic and the
artificial. This is most acutely felt in Johan’s depiction of Peruvian yellow-hooded blackbirds inhabiting a tar pit in an
Icelandic volcano. The work takes on a eerie tone, and even the pops of bright color seem ominous against the gloomy
landscape.

Through December 7, at Yossi Milo Gallery, New York; yossimilo.com
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UNTIL THE KINGDOM COMES:

***

http://www.bostonglobe.com/arts/2013/02/05/what-boston-area-art galleries/3BSspuVIBlAW17oi3Cd4hL/story.html

The Eerie: Simen Johan

October 31, 2011 | Interview by Rosecrans Baldwin

In Simen Johan’s series “Until the Kingdom Comes,” we find an otherworldly crop of animals dropped into
unfamiliar settings, where the humans appear to have expired.
As Johan describes below, his work blends traditional portraiture with digital techniques, obtaining animals
from a variety of sources and dropping them into settings he has photographed elsewhere.
“Until the Kingdom Comes” will be on display at Yossi Milo Gallery in New York, Nov.3-Dec. 23, 2011.

TMN: Describe for us how this series began in your mind.
Simen Johan: This work evolved over time as I experimented with different things. I never have a clear
conception of an image or sculpture before I begin, but the final pieces I develop inevitably become decisive
expressions of how I experience the world around me. The work echoes my curiosity about life—about our
desires, fears, and darkest intuitions, and about consciousness as a whole, which might be the most familiar and
mysterious aspect of our lives.
TMN: How does a photograph come together?
SJ: I photograph animals that live in zoos, farms, or nature preserves, or sometimes that have been
taxidermied in museum dioramas, or found as road kill. I then situate them in settings that I have
constructed from images I’ve photographed elsewhere.
TMN: Are you depicting a dystopian world? A post-human world?
SJ: Some images have a post-apocalyptic vibe to them, but it’s all open to interpretation. I like to evoke the
future as uncertain—one that we dream will bring eternal bliss, yet fear will end in annihilation.

TMN: Going back to “Evidence of Things Unseen,” there’s often a lot of beauty living alongside brutality in your
work. Is the world a terrifying place?
SJ: Our thoughts can be terrifying, but the world is evidently a friendly one or else it wouldn’t cater so well to
our survival.
When working on an image, I strive to create tension and confuse the boundaries between opposing forces, such
as beauty and brutality as you say, or the familiar and the otherworldly, the natural and the artificial,
the amusing and the eerie. I often feel like I am attempting to reconcile the irreconcilable as I explore the
paradoxical nature of existence, its simultaneous abundance of beauty and horror.
TMN: Do you find yourself motivated artistically by political events?
SJ: Not particularly. Politics is largely culture and time-specific and I’m interested in the things that are
universal and inherent.
TMN: What are you working on now?
SJ: I’m always working on many things, and I’m never sure what they will turn into until they’re done.

http://www.themorningnews.org/gallery/the-eerie

http://flavorwire.com/159586/photo-gallery-simen-johans-majestic-beasts

April 27, 2010
Frames From Fiction: Kids Today
Posted by Jessie Wender
This week’s fiction story, “La Vita Nuova,” by Allegra Goodman, had me researching images of
children. The photographs I found most intriguing were artists’ recreations of youthful fantasy.
Julie Blackmon’s photograph “Powerade” (2005) opens the story. The young boy in the
photograph is Blackmon’s nephew, and she writes that the image and title are a play on “the
strange notion that [sports drinks] can give you ‘power.’ ”

Of his series “Evidence of Things Unseen,” Simen Johan writes that he is portraying “a child’s
world in which the primal need to explore and search for meaning manifests itself in mysterious
and often ritualistic forms of creativity and play,” and that the images explore “the search for
answers or some sort of redemption from meaninglessness.” “Untitled #86” (2000) “depicts a
moment of childhood curiosity leading to unexpected discoveries.”

Truth Beauty
· April 24th, 2009
Artist Simen Johan trucks in the demystification of artful dodging. Regardless
of what medium he works in or the subject he chooses at any given moment,
whether it is live llamas, roadkill fox, or children, forcing us to look behind our
rationalizations is foremost on his mind. A former film student from Sweden,
Simen switched to photography when he moved to the States out of
necessity, since it was too costly to pursue film. He wouldn’t, however, call
himself a photographer in the traditional sense.
The primal experience of life is what he aims to get at, which is why animals
and children are subjects that interest him. “We act on desires and fears,” he
says, “rather than reason.” Adults tend to reason around their efforts to enable
pursuit of that which is desired. Johan contends that we want truth and answers but don’t always get the answers
that satisfy us, which leads us to fabricate answers we like from whole
cloth. Children and animals are privy to the primal instincts that adults
craft careful disguises for. The subversion of expectation effected by
Johan’s work jolts you out of your comfort zone and causes you to rethink what you are observing, even if it is an albino deer slightly more
brilliant than you have ever beheld (if you have ever beheld and albino
deer).
Though his current medium of choice is photography, his creative process
has less to do with capturing a moment in time than it does with careful
craftmanship. Johan is not interested in the instantaneousness that is the
advantage of the medium. He cares more about constructing an image
over time that may involve a painstaking synthesis of skies from Norway,
terra firma from Spain and animals from dioramas taken on the sly. In
fact, for his 2006 series Until the Kingdom Comes, he snuck into the
Museum of Natural History with a mini tri-pod, a glass blanket and an intern to shoot moose.
But while even his taxidermied subjects look more real than the living, most of the animals he
currently photographs are alive—just very very still. His work speaks to the majesty, humor and
irony of living.
Johan’s very early photography, produced while he was still in school, utilizes black and white
images of children, sometimes sexualized. But this subject was a choice guided by his interest
in combining “truth and opposites” rather than by a desire to make a statement about sexuality,
which is beside the point. And some might miss his subtle objective, as perhaps Michael Jackson did when he
purchased Johan’s book, Room to Play, containing Johan’s early work, which book was confiscated during
Jackson’s 2005 trial, along with other books and paraphernalia, from his Neverland Ranch.
The possessions of pop-stars aside, Johan’s next project might involve sculpture rather than photography or he
may soon turn his attention to his initial attraction, film. But though his medium may change, his objective will stay
trained on awakening us to our inner urges.
···
Rozalia Jovanovic

Blocks and Mice, date etc etc.

http://jmcolberg.com/weblog/2009/09/review_simon_johans_until_the_kingdom_comes_at_yossi_milo/

Till The Kingdom Comes

Asher Ross | September 15, 2009

Simen Johan has returned to Yossi Milo Gallery with an update of his ongoing series Until the Kingdom Comes. The new
pictures are just as disquieting as those in the 2006 exhibition – if not more so – and they demonstrate a clear refinement of
both technique and concept.
Johan has earned his name as a master of Photoshop technique by placing images of children, animals (both living and
stuffed) and detritus into landscapes that are themselves hybrid images. The effect is never obvious, but the eye remains
uneasy, subconsciously aware that the light coming out of the mist is a bit too vivid, that the mountain’s shadow is too thin.
His work always features a startling, sometimes macabre, central image, but it is the slight unreality of place that truly
unsettles.
In the current work, he seems to have embraced the mystical and religious weight that his title implies. Imagery that was
only vaguely iconic in the first installation has now become explicit. We have the Lamb of God, the Tree of Knowledge, a
roiling bush of serpents. From Johan these receive a welcome touch of depth and wit: the lamb cocks its head with a wry,
slight grin, having been sacrificed a thousand times before; the tree is enshrouded almost totally in a low-lying cloud, its
interior dark, dank, and probably fruitless. It is a pleasure to see such measured thought and technique take the place of
plastic Jesus irony.
What may be the most popular piece in the show features a nest of pythons that intertwine to form a sort of reptilian arch.
The arch is completed by two particular snakes that pass a moribund dove between their mouths. The scene is set at the
bottom of a particularly vibrant (and unreal) quarry, wherein the snakes relish a seemingly endless feast of rats, doves and
flamingos that descend from the world above. Interpret it as you will – the picture is happily too strange for any easy closure.
The show is wonderful, not only for the visceral pleasure of the pictures, but also for its air of seriousness. These are dark,
moody images that call to mind large-scale painting rather than photographs. Like Caravaggio or Bellini, he uses a
calculated distortion of light and physics to stir in the viewer an uncanny sense of disorientation, as if they were entering a
new world that is unintelligible by accustomed means. If the magic works, the viewer becomes meek, childlike. Traditionally
this is to induce humility before the glory of God. But Johan seems to think such a state – to be giddy with a child’s fears
and genius – a gift in itself. He provides it generously.

http://dossierjournal.com/blog/art/till-the-kingdom-comes/

